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In this visionary memoir, based on a groundbreaking NY Times Magazine
tale, award-winning journalist Katy Butler ponders her parents’ desires
for “Good Deaths”I’ Faced with her personal grave disease, she rebelled
against her doctors, refused open-heart medical procedures, and met
death head-on.s Door is a map through the labyrinth of a broken medical
program. Then doctors outfitted her father with a pacemaker, keeping his
center going but doing nothing to avoid his six-yr slide into dementia,
near-blindness, and misery. When he informed his exhausted wife, “ and
the forces within medication that stood in the way. Where is the line
between saving a existence and prolonging a dying? With a reporter’ When
does death end being a curse and be a blessing?m living too much time,”
When perform you say to a doctor, “Let my cherished one proceed?” When
doctors refused to disable the pacemaker, condemning her dad to an
extended and agonizing loss of life, Butler attempt to realize why. Her
quest had barely begun when her mother took another route.Katy Butler
was living thousands of kilometers from her vigorous and self-reliant
parents when the call came: a crippling stroke had remaining her proud
seventy-nine-year-old father struggling to fasten a belt or complete a
sentence. mother and daughter were forced to confront a number of
wrenching moral queries.s skill and a child’s like, Butler explores what
goes on when our terror of loss of life collides with the technological
imperatives of medication. This revolutionary blend of memoir and
investigative reporting lays bare the tangled web of technology,
medication, and commerce that dying has become. Her provocative thesis
is certainly that contemporary medicine, in its pursuit of maximum
longevity, often creates more struggling than it prevents. And it
chronicles the rise of Sluggish Medicine, a new movement attempting to
reclaim the “Good Deaths” our ancestors prized. Knocking on Heaven’
Tragedy initially drew the family closer: her mom devoted herself to
caregiving, and Butler became a member of the twenty-four million People
in america assisting shepherd parents through their final declines. It
will inspire the hard conversations we need to have with family members
as it illuminates the path to a better way of death.
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A must-read for every family Spoiler alert: Medicare is imperfect and so
is your physician. Those are simply two of the takeaways from Katy
Butler's "Knocking on Heaven's Door: THE ROAD to an easier way of Loss
of life." Butler whipstitches together an individual story of family,
life and loss, with a troubling but beneficial assessment of current
medical procedures and American cultural norms that surround end-of-life
problems.I initial encountered Butler's writing on the subject in a New
York Times article in 2010 2010 called "What Broke My Father's Heart.
That was a reward for me. She is therefore honest and true in her
writing. Medication, surgical interventions, technology - most of these
things resulted in the shell of the person she knew as her father,
concurrently saving and dooming him. She also lovingly describes the
influence his years-long dying acquired on her mom, who became a round-
the-clock caregiver, bather, make, cleaner and diaper changer.What stood
out most to me, what I took from that article, is explained more fully
in "Knocking about Heaven's Door. Or the need for a medical quarterback.
Your mother has a heart attack? I cannot say We loved it but We AM
SMARTER now While I give it 5 stars what hover "I LOVE It all" aren't
exactly my sentiments. Vital information Highly informational while
sharing from personal, family experience.And so I found myself nodding
in acknowledgement and knowledge of what being component of the sorority
of caregivers means.e. My mom had entered a medical center in May of
2008 to begin dialysis treatment for kidney disease, which had been
treated to that stage with medication. She didn't return to her home
until May of 2009. My mom may be the kind of person who shunned all
health care until it was an absolute must; This reserve brought me some
clarity plus some peace. Butler's work is quite reassuring in realizing
that your ideas were normal. Heathcare vs. It had been like a long
length game of Whack-a-Mole - you smack one down with a mallet, and
another pops up over there. I consumed all paid period off, and
exhausted FMLA benefits. Ultimately, I put them on a plane with their
native Michigan, sold their residence in Florida, and became a member of
them almost a year later, leaving a profession and close friends behind
me on the east coast.The thing about books like this, at least for an
average layperson like me, is that I didn't even understand they
existed. I knew next to nothing at all about some of my mother's medical
issues, and even much less about Medicare and its rules.I myself have
made a personal plan that I'll not really seek medical internvention at
most once I surpass age 80."But the original article opened my eye
(mainly in horror) at what might further face us in the future." That
for most, many of us, being forced to make a moment decision in a
medical crisis will probably lead to a a lot longer route of disease,
decline, and discomfort. I didn't know I needed that kind of
information, certainly not in advance of the "iceberg, right forward! Or
how exactly to advocate for a member of family. And why I was therefore
glad to discover that the writer was expanding on the article and



focusing on a publication. Butler's design of storytelling feels organic
and warm. Her research into the professional healthcare field and the
personal and societal costs are well-provided, and her conclusions are
reasoned and imparted with empathy.I hope those who need this book think
it is before they tumble in to the rabbit hole of end-of-life care. It's
just one more way to look after each other. What their privileges and
responsibilities are sometimes don’t align with our psychological load,
our beliefs, and the wishes we are frightened to think about an
excessive amount of. If you are a daughter (or child), or you're a
mother (or father), use this as an opportunity to open a discussion with
your loved ones. Her article in 2010 2010 allowed our family to speak
about the pitfalls that may encounter us in the future, and how we would
want to proceed if x, y or z happened with either mother or father. A
phenomenal book by a gifted writer "Knocking upon Heaven's Door" should
be required reading to get all adults, partiuclarly medical
professionals. This story of what could easily become mundane and boring
is certainly positively riveting. A better way to Death review I believe
this book is quite helpful for those folks who are "getting" on and know
and have accepted that the path of life is getting shorter. I'm not
finished yet (p. 203). Butler's capability to make a dry subject so
interesting (i. My children was in an identical spot. medical device
background and sales) is incredible. The added bonus is certainly that
throughout she interweaves gut-wrenching feelings between herself, her
mother, her brothers and her dad. She described how our current system
generally intentionally draws out the procedure of dying. In all my
years cardiac nursing, I under no circumstances considered what the
future effects of pacemakers. In the mean time, I racked up over $20,000
in airfare and expenses, flying back and forth between Hartford,
Connecticut and Ft. The book arrived falling apart, at first by the
cover and slowly page by page. I love Ira Byock and Sherman Nuland's
books especially. We also need to make it as possible for our caregivers
as possible, yet still preserving our dignity and wishes. In searching
for answers to my mom's death (a 2 week stint in ICU and death 2 days
after release while in hospice treatment at home) I have come to
understand that she was blessed to become be at home and possess such a
brief period of dependency. An unlimited set of crises emerged: A slide
and fall in a healthcare facility, compound fracture, illness, sepsis,
endocarditis, MRSA, multiple temporary dialysis ports, cardiac arrest,
three short-term pacemakers, one permanent pacemaker, atrophy, neglect,
gangrene, amputation, three hospitals, and three skilled nursing
facilities. she would haven't wished a respirator to maintain her alive
(she experienced COPD). She would haven't wanted me to be her long
lasting caregiver (and said therefore several times.) I feel lucky that
she was spared years of debilitation and nursing house care. Or how
exactly to navigate the machine. When I was youthful I acquired that
"longevity at all costs" mentality, but my encounters and my reading of



other's experiences has taught me a very important lesson. You will
surely live too long. This book is a reality check on letting a loved
one go peacefully and coming to terms with death. Your father will be so
pleased with you! "If you don't agree to a inhaling and exhaling
tube/feeding tube/CPR/pacemaker AT THIS TIME, she will die, and it'll be
because you Allow her. "I AM SMARTER NOW" will be more appropriate. I
believe Ms Butler did an great job in research and balanced with her
experiences as a daughter. I have worked in healthcare (cardiac
intensive treatment) and IT (software program) for several years. My dad
didn't possess a pacemaker, but phsyciians quickly recommended another
Medtronic stimulator for $90K which we just paid $250 for. I want I read
this book before that. All too often in our "fee for service" we aren't
leading with therapy, bio-feedback, guidance, activity, etc. If you've
ever expereinced the loss of life of someone you care about you probably
felt guilt and shame at the negative thoughts that may have approved
through your mind. We fix complications acutely, but what are we
establishing for the families very long term? Never heard that as part
of a cardiologists dialogue with informed consent. Take a look at the
medical field for the elderly." She organized the multitude of personal
and medical issues mainly because her parents entered their 80s - an
abrupt health crisis of her father's that eventually laid the groundwork
for his years-longer decline - stroke, heart disease, dementia, blood
clots, human brain hemorrhage. Going through the dying process Going
right through years of decline in my own mother’s cognitive and physical
wellness brought me to the book.Thank you for writing such an excellent
book Katy Butler. As a history buff, I enjoyed the history of electro-
therapy too. Her article came two years before my mother's loss of life,
and it brought both comfort and clarity whenever we had challenging
decisions to create. Through the "miracles" of modern medicine, amazing
power on her part and dogged dedication on our part, she finally
returned home to her husband of almost 50 years. Four Stars Excellent
book for good (paper book) price. I received the publication yesterday
and have read it continuously since then occasionally where I could
steal a moment from my children and work. If you like these authors you
will love this reserve. The help links are invaluable to provide us info
we might not need known before. The author also shared the personal
anguish she and her family went through to boost stuff. An insightful
and extremely important book, given the condition of our healthcare
system." Handful of us are capable of knowing all what should be known
to make really informed decisions about and for our family members - we
just know we don't want to allow her die before us, before the rest of
the family can be told there's a decision to make, much much less have
the chance to say goodbye. Provides totally new perspective. Myers,
Florida to handle the crises because they came. Dying This is a
heartfelt book and likely raised many emotions in the author when
writing it. It is usually difficult to go back into an intense knowledge



and revisit how one experienced at various points along the way and the
writer does a great job. The book obviously spells out the dangers of
modern healthcare vs dying. Being a retired RN with countless years of
ICU function, I understand what this author's father went through is the
norm and not the exception (although he was lucky in being able to spend
almost all his time in the home when most people don't get that
luxury).. This means I've had to beat the typical Advanced Directives
and Durable Power of Medical Attorney forms. In reading this book, you
will notice why less is even more. Also suggested to learn is "AN EASIER
WAY of Dying" by Dr. Jeanne Fitzpatrick and Eileen Fitzpatrick, Esq.
What I did not look after in this book was the interruption of her
family's story with the well researched info on various related part
topics. The book arrived falling apart, initially by the . My encounters
have scared me in order that I've all my end of life paperwork to be
able and clear instructions to not become admitted ever to a medical
center or ER aside from a nursing home or "rehab" center..I've read
extensively approximately end-of-life treatment since my own mother's
death in march 2013 (at age 69). I just started to examine it today.
Thank you. it was an extremely sad book to me This was an interesting
and enlightening book that the information gleaned will remain with me
henceforth and inform any major medical decisions I face. At the same
time, it was a very sad book to me, as it raised some sad memories of my
own parents' passing. Helps us look for a better ending I loved this
book. The events mirror events in my own family's background, and the
pain the family endured is certainly heartbreaking. But there is hope in
here, and an easier way of life and death, and several valuable
experiences and assets -- as well as powerful writing.
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